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SOPHISTICATED MIAMI LIVING
A LUXURY PROJECT THAT IS
ABOUT THE DETAILS
Today, PullCast will present you with a stunning treat. Will show you a stunning
Decor Project of a Luxury Apartment in Miami that includes stunning details and
amazing pieces provided by PullCast!
This amazing design project was commissioned by a private client to Dôme
Project. Founded in 2005 in Switzerland by Céline Demole, Dôme Project Interiors
was born from an intense passion to turn interiors and furniture into art, conveying
the soul of their clients in the projects they create.
Credits Dome Project/ PullCast
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Dôme and PullCast strive for a common
goal, to surprise and turn projects
into unique and true masterpieces.
With these common values in mind, a
luxurious penthouse in Miami was born,
designed by Dôme Project Interiors and
with high-end jewellery hardware signed
by PullCast.
+

see more
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The Dôme Project Interiors team worked on an
Art Deco theme, ingeniously exploiting reﬁned
ﬁnishes and details. The aim was to create a
gracious and elegant interior through the use
of noble and natural materials, such as motherof-pearl and shagreen, subtly creating a perfect
balance in textures and visually emphasizing
the elegance of both the architectural features
and the luxurious furniture pieces.
The jewel of Dôme’s project was the 200-squaremeter lounge with a spectacular panoramic
view of the ocean and South Beach. The sofas
Dôme Project Interiors, while looking for the best and most
unique products on the market, has discovered PullCast
Jewelry Hardware, a Portuguese brand of decorative and
architectural hardware that take as primary inspirations
the simplest elements of nature to the most extravagant
details of cosmopolitan life. This project was carried out in a
prestigious apartment located on a very exclusive island in
Miami. The project covers 800-square-meters and also the
property has a 200-square-meter terrace overlooking Miami
Beach.
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and armchairs in this beautiful living area were
designed by Dôme and custom made in highend quality in order to match this imposing and
polished ambiance.
+

see more

Featured in this project, Comb drawer handle,
Kesya cabinet and drawer handle, Catha drawer
handle from PullCast’s Earth Collection and the
Pebble drawer handle, Natica cabinet handle
and the Caviar drawer handle from Ocean
Collection.
In the dining room, a hand-painted impressive
panorama

wallpaper

sophistication.

A

offers

custom

audacity
made

and

wooden

trellised panel gracefully separates the dining
room allowing circulation of light and creating
an eye-catching ﬂow between spaces.
The use of lacquered wood adds warmth and
an exotic feel and is a recurrent element of
the project creating unity in all rooms. Present
in the master bedroom’s dressing room, it is
heightened with sumptuous handles designed

For the bathroom furniture, Dôme used the

and created by our team.

stunning Catha and Kesya drawer handles,
bringing elegance and sophistication. Catha
vigorous forms resemble the calm after the
storm. A force of nature ready to become a cut
diamond in your designs.
+
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The master bedroom is characterized by a crisp
and lavish panoramic wallpaper catching the
eye from behind the headboard, and further
enhanced by the two pendant lights with
gleaming dripping glass decorations. Also in the
other bedroom, the nightstands have Pebble
hardware from Ocean Collection. This furniture
drawer handle is smooth but with an irregular
texture, portraying the strength of the sea and
the marks of contact with other rocks when
wounding in the waves.
+
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For the closet doors, Dôme Project Interiors
choose Kesya cabinet handle, elegant and
stunning cabinet hardware. Portraying a coming
back to the roots and evoking prosperity. Kesya
inspiration was drawn from the very uneven
texture of the bark pine tree, known by its endless
evergreen. Enhancing this closet ambience with
its strong character and unique shape.
For those who wish to have a project reﬂecting
their soul and essence, it is possible to get with
Dôme Project Interiors.
+
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PRESENTING PURE LIVING
A TOP DESIGN STUDIO FROM
SWITZERLAND

We at PullCast are very proud to talk to you about Pure Living, a company that
gives a whole new meaning to quality interior design entirely made in Switzerland.
Aside from some amazing luxury projects, this company also has the advantage
of having more than one potential partnership. Let’s understand better this
amazing and superb company

Pure Living Project – Credits Pure Living
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When it comes to some top high-quality interior designers who come from
Switzerland, Pure Living LTD might be a good example of a company that gives
a good name to the tagline “Made in Switzerland”. The team of six people led
by Dominique Brunner is working daily in the conception of the luxury interior
design of apartments, houses, chalets, villas, yachts as well as exclusive office
spaces at home and abroad.
+ see more
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+

When it comes to the services they provide, Pure Living has got to be

decoration you will ever see. They plan everything, including the furniture,

one of the most detailed interior design companies out there. They go

the lighting, the decoration, and the luxury accessories which will be

through a careful process of planning every little detail in more than

composing every single room.

one style of ambiance in order to achieve some of the best top quality
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+ see more
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One of the main specialties of Pure Living LTD is also focused on the planning of
bathrooms and kitchens. In regards to these particular spaces of the house, they
go through careful planning with the valuable aid of carpenters, floorers, kitchen
builders, chemical builders, sanitary engineers, electricians, painters, gardeners,
fitters and even craftsmen who design smaller details such as the hardware that
will adorn many of the furniture in these spaces.
+ see more
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However, while we’re still on the topic
of accessories, Pure Living «also has
a particular service which involves the
creation of wedding lists. In this category,
they will gladly put together a list of
beautiful and unique accessories from
Lalique or Lambert, alongside dishes
from Sieger, fürstenberg by Sieger, and
many more high-quality objects made
from the best high-quality craftsmanship
in this current market.
+ see more
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THE INCREDIBLE PASSION
OF FRIGHETTO MOBILI
FOR DECOR AND HARDWARE
talian studio Frighetto Mobili has a long-standing tradition of delivering the best
Design Options available in the market. This 45-Year-old Company has been
manufacturing high-quality furniture and other amazing furnishings that put the
“Made in Italy” label to its top level. Today we’re taking a little look at some of the
most amazing works that this brand has made.
Frighetto Mobili has been around for quite a while, having suffered the effects of
the passing of the decades since its creation. Dino Frighetto started working at
Credits Frighetto Mobili

a joiner’s workshop when he was only 12 years old, and when he was 16 he then
took a decisive step which would define the legacy of this company: he created
his own business.
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For over 45 years Frighetto Mobili has
created a legacy marked by knowhow and expertise, as well as highquality experience and amazing artisan
workmanship. When it comes to carrying
out the amazing craftsmanship work
they have regarding Wood, Joinery,
Carving they think in every single detail
regarding their quality furnishings and
furniture.
+ see more

Since then, this family-run business has
suffered a significant expansion that
lead to the creation of Frighetto Group
(a group which includes the work of
highly experienced master craftsmen)
and also 4 Family Brand, which was
entirely imagined, designed and customdesigned produced in the factory in
Bassano del Grappa.
+ see more
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In regards to one of their quality
craftsmanship

techniques

regarding

decorations, they focus heavily on the
little details. We can see the example
regarding their Silver and Gold leaf
decorations as well as sophisticated
details which reflect a quality hand
that Frighetto Mobili has been passing
throughout their career.
+ see more
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A LUXURY KITCHEN WHERE
GOLD AND CORAL CREATE A
STUNNING ENVIRONMENT
WUX Luxury Furniture, the worldwide recognized company founded in 1987,
provides unique high-quality designs, highly detailed and also luxury furniture. The
company has a vast experience in national and international projects, providing
their services to hotels, villas, and offices. When searching for unique hardware
details for a new project, WUX Luxury Furniture and PullCast Jewelry Hardware
paths were united, creating together a luxury and unique kitchen design.

Credits Luxury Kitchen by Pullcast & Wux
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These two top brands created a high-end experience
thoroughly tailored to the exact requirements of their
clients. The end result is stunning and showcases the
values of both companies and their love for craftsmanship,
design, and luxury!
For the design itself, the incredible WUX’s team presented
a mix of shapes and materials. Putting together materials
like marble, living coral upholstery and brass details
present in the hardware pieces. The materials combined
by the team create a perfect harmony between all
elements of the kitchen and the end result is exquisite!

Featured in this project, the Nouveau
drawer handle and the Flow door
pull from PullCast’s Earth Collection,
conquer sensorial experiences rich in
heritage and meaning. Nouveau drawer
handles present in the kitchen’s furniture,
immersed in modernity and fluidity, were
inspired in the Art Nouveau époque.
An époque full of distinction and
luxury, portrayed in this organic shape
element full of refinement. Nouveau is a
handcrafted cast polished brass drawer
handle.
+
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For the kitchen’s cabinets, WUX Luxury
Furniture chose the Flow Door Pull, an
elegant and stunning door hardware.
Possessing a natural and invigorating
way

of

movement,

Flow

mid-size

door pull presents an organic shape
decoding sophistication and personality.
Enhancing this kitchen ambiance with
its strong character and unique shape.
PullCast empowers the disclosure of
the inner strength and singularity of the
furniture, doors, and cabinet designs,
as well as home decor. The brand aims,
through their hardware pieces, to unify
and amplify a unique design concept
with a signature style. They managed to
do just that in this amazing project!
+
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